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Thesis Proposal-

To make is to consume. I question the way I have been taught to make with the materials I have

been given.

As consumers, we have found ourselves spinning out of control, depleting Earth’s bountiful

resources in exchange for a carbon filled atmosphere. I have been examining my relationship

with the objects in my home, thinking about their lives before and after serving their intended

function. Where an object comes from, what it is composed of, and the circumstances under

which someone composed it all has an effect on the world.  It is apparent that the current means

of production is unsustainable. The industry of petroleum based plastics has manufactured

amounts of plastic that are higher than any other material, with an estimated 8.3 billion tons since

the 1950’s. The presence of plastic on Earth is so overwhelming that it has made its way into our

food supply, and even our water. When production is not in our control, it is hard not to feel

responsible for contributing to the climate crisis, and it is easy to feel powerless when it comes to

fixing it. I can’t make commercial industries stop using plastics, but I can take matters into my

own studio to work to eliminate the use of materials that are derivative of nonrenewable

resources. I am just one small link in the chain, but if I can adjust my making process to be

eco-friendly I can justify my practice.

Throughout this process I’ve asked myself these questions: why aren’t we establishing new ways

of using materials, recycling materials, and harvesting materials that are sustainable? What

would the world look like if we related to our objects? What if we considered the life and

afterlife of an object before we create it? What does the future landscape of material use look

like? I want to confront the answers in my thesis.

This semester I have been researching biomaterials, with consideration towards my final project.

Biomaterials are derived from biomass; they can come in the form of plastics, concrete, textiles,
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and papers. They can be made in a standard home kitchen, from many things like starch,

cellulose, protein, and often they come from agricultural byproducts. Designer Midushi Kuchhar

created a line of disposable dishware modeled after single use plastic, but she used egg shells as

her material. Her choice to use egg shells, collected from various cafes in London, stems from an

effort to utilize food waste. On another end of the spectrum, Eric Klarenbeek and Maartje Dos

work with algae to create a bioplastic that they can 3D print. The result are these translucent sea

green vessels. Since algae is a photosynthesizing plant that absorbs carbon, these designers are

advocating for the growth of algae to be used as a commercial material to help reduce global

CO2 levels, as opposed to petroleum based materials that are nonrenewable and create

greenhouse gasses. It is beneficial to look at designers who are considering the possibilities of

industrializing these materials in different ways that engage with other aspects of climate change,

like food waste and the utilization of carbon sequestering plants. It is equally beneficial for me to

consider the life cycle of the materials I use and the objects they become, because even though it

is happening on a small scale, it makes me a participant in this dialogue as an artist and

consumer that petitions for a change in the way we make and manufacture.

For my final project, I am proposing a series of 8 vessels made out of various biomaterials

including plant and animal based bioplastics, eco concretes, and mycelium. The vessel is

important because in this instance it relates the use of material into the everyday. These vessels

will not vary too much in size, they will likely remain in the parameters of 6”x12” so they feel

like the forms we are all familiar with, that sit on our grandmother’s shelves. A lot of the results

from making these materials are unpredictable, with so many variables that could affect the

outcome. I intend to introduce some of the waste that comes from my kitchen, which

reestablishes the connection I want to make between myself and the life cycle of an object. These

materials are not highly processed, you can see a trace of their origin, whether it be from a field

of grasses, last night's dinner, or beach sand. So while the vessels are recognizable as common

objects the viewer will be forced to consider the materiality of something so familiar in turn

considering the material capabilities of the objects in their own home.
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Thesis Abstract-

This body of work stems from previous research and original notions developed from the

research and concepts outlined in my thesis proposal, but it evolved into an exploration of

ecofeminist theories and nostalgic moments from my personal life. It is somewhat of a departure

from my thesis proposal but at its essence it is a continuation of the same line of research.

I continued to consider the greater implications of each material I experimented with- still

thinking about the idea that every object has a life cycle. I started with the vessel as a basis for

this project, which I further examined through reading Ursula Le Guin’s essay, The Carrier Bag

Theory of Fiction. This prior idea I had developed of the “vessel” was reformed from an object

that was more oriented around being a product into an entity that could weave together concepts

of human values and the way we interact with the natural world.

In creating a narrative for the materials I used, I sought to honor their place in the world, and

what they gave to me so that I could create this work.
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Artist Statement-

A Mound of Dirt is Something Special is an exploration of

material, form, and storytelling that works to engage with

the ways in which our human-based values allow us to

interact with nature.

As a Western civilization, humans have developed a

combative relationship with this planet, holding it’s

resources hostile for the sake of capital gain. This body of

work aims to combat this kind of parasitism that we have

developed with the natural world by connecting elements of

a landscape to abstracted and anthropological forms of a

container- a vessel.
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Thesis Writing-

I grew up in the high desert of New Mexico where I harnessed a special relationship with the

land around me through the love that my grandparents shared of being outside as we trekked

through red-brown mud to fall asleep sheltered by millions of  stars. We camped out in the

Colorado Rockies, hiked through Canyonlands, and rafted on the Green River.

I wasn’t always intrigued by the landscape in which I found myself living. I saw everything as

beige, dusty, and boring. For so long, I thought what made a landscape grand was rolling green

hills and ancient trees with sprawling leafy branches, but I would learn to love where I came

from. As I got older I gained a deep appreciation for these giant stagnant rock formations,

coming in all different shades of sandstone, carving out shapes in the bluest of skies.

While creating this body of work, I was deeply inspired by Ursula Le Guin’s essay, titled The

Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction, in which Le Guin connects the way we tell stories to the tools

humans were using during the Paleolithic era. She suggests that tools like spears, swords and

other weapons used for domination came after the container, the vessel that was used for

gathering and storing goods, and nourishing oneself. But it was the spear, that aspect of violence

of heroic men winning, that would live on through stories and even through the way textbooks

are written today. We have been fed a history of merciless competition, told by those who think

they’ve won. History is about winning- it’s about a man, the hero, shooting his shot, bang, and

hitting the target. Dead. Every time. It’s about whoever could soar into space just to put their flag

on the moon first.  This is what we embrace as history through examples of conquering and

defeat, whether that be of kings, political leaders, a species, an ideology, a movement, a war.

This isn’t just a series of stories, but one long one told by many men; some would say the story

tellers were men that were willing to continue to tell the same story at the expense of a planet

that unfortunately does not spin for them.
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This inclination towards violence, towards winning, has allowed humans to develop an

adversarial relationship with nature as we cling to the promises of capitalism. Nature has

become, just like everything else, something that we see as tameable. The result of our  violent

actions - extraction of crude oil, industrialized farming, deforestation - is to rapidly bring about

environmental changes that disrupt our own lives. The same story continues to be told; man will

win.  Le Guin flips this narrative on it’s head suggesting that there is greatness to be found in

aspects of everyday life. Through gathering and using the container or vessel as an advanced

form of technology, we not only nourished ourselves but allowed ourselves to move alongside

nature without becoming an imposition. As Le Guin explained,

So long as culture was explained as originating from and elaborating upon the use

of long, hard objects for sticking, bashing, and killing, I never thought that I had,

or wanted, any particular share in it. The society, the civilization they were talking

about, these theoreticians, was evidently theirs; they owned it, they liked it; they

were human, fully human, bashing, sticking, thrusting, killing. Wanting to be

human too, I sought for evidence that I was; but if that's what it took, to make a

weapon and kill with it, then evidently I was either extremely defective as a

human being, or not human at all. That's right, they said. What you are is a

woman. Possibly not human at all, certainly defective. Now be quiet while we go

on telling the Story of the Ascent of Man the Hero.1

From a Western perspective humans exist separately from nature. I aim to combat this parasitic

relationship we have developed with the natural world with my body of work. Through material,

form, and story, I have begun to seek a place where humans live in balance with nature - where

we acknowledge abundance without deeming it as ours to take simply because we feel entitled to

it. I do this by depicting this idea of a container, abstracted, to mimic a natural landscape. My

process involves me using salt dough to create small components that come together in larger

forms, that I juxtapose through stacking.

1 Ursula Le Guin, Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction
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This act of composing small pieces to create a whole piece reminded me again of the times I

spent hiking with my grandparents when we would use cairns as trail guides. I began to see this

visual relationship of the cairns to the trail taking on a greater metaphor as an embodiment of the

way we humans make contact with nature, where landscape acts as an interface through which

society can interact with the natural world, whether that be through agriculture, conservation, or

even family camping. Since landscape is a concept that connects people to nature, it can be seen

as a product of nature that is intertwined with human values.

The forms I represent in my work physically link these concepts of landscape and vessel, which

otherwise exist separately. Just as we have separated ourselves from nature, deeming it as a

construct, I aim to seek a sense of balance in our interactions with nature, like the rock cairns

stacked on the trail. This is something I create through shape. The sculptures themselves are

formed intuitively - as I go. But in them, I found myself evoking similar characteristics of the

landscapes I explored as a child, amongst the giant red rocks up against the sky.

A huge component going into this work, that I would even say was the catalyst for this work, is

material exploration. A little over a year ago I hit a wall in practice. I began to really reevaluate

my relationships with inanimate objects in a way that humanized them by thinking about them as

having their own life cycles. This forced me to consider what an object’s life looked like after it

had served its intended function, as well as what the object’s life looked like before its creation

or its birth. Did it come from petroleum extraction or exploited labor? What are the factors of

degradability? Is this object going to outlast my life, my child’s life, or my grandchild’s life?

This line of inquiry led me to a place where I felt that if I were to continue having an artistic

practice, I would really need to make myself consider the impacts of my materials. I began

getting very excited about biomaterials. I was amazed at all of the things people were researching

in this area and realized that we can use renewable resources, including some that actively absorb

carbon, as an alternative to nonrenewable materials. As a result I began to create my own

bioplastics and even biofabrics.
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I mentioned earlier that I used salt dough to create these sculptural forms that teeter on the brink

of functionality and beauty. The imagery I depict in these forms goes back and forth between the

visual cues of what we might associate with the vessel as an artifact and the more abstracted

shapes that seek to mimic caves, arches, tree trunks and ledges that act like a vessel in their

ability to physically hold space in an ecosystem. I do this to directly engage with ideas of human

movements in response to the natural world by linking associative man-made objects to more

organic forms. Looking at the vessels themselves, it is apparent that I used different methods in

processing the dough in which the white is raw, and the red hue is from beet powder used as an

additive colorant. These various hues of pink and red relayed across the forms reflect the color of

the desert landscape, where sagebrush and chamisa grow up from soft pink soil.

I find this use of dough to be conceptually interesting because its origin is generally linked to

agriculture and industrialized farming, both of which has a direct impact on the environment.

This relates back to ideas of man’s inclination to dominate nature in exchange for resources that

will grant capital gain.   For me, it means I can have a sculptural practice in my home. To make

this work in my space, using things from my pantry and my own oven, allows me to develop a

personal connection to the objects I am creating. Not only that, there is an obtainable level of

accessibility that comes with these materials that I can gather from the grocery store at an

affordable cost. It has been crucial for me as a student to realize that I don’t need to break the

bank in order to have a studio practice. For me, the most important part is being able to

participate in a larger conversation regarding the future efficacy of material use within the

context of art.

Another aspect of these objects in relation to their material that I find to be intriguing is the

ephemeral qualities they possess. They are not intended to last forever, but to be evocative in a

series of moments. They are dissolvable and would completely erode if left in the elements. I am

not interested in leaving behind a legacy with my work, but more to allow it to become part of

the circle of life. I find beauty in the sentiment of letting go, knowing that I put myself into that

object while simultaneously giving it back to the world from which it  originated. The work does

not seek ownership or durability; rather, it was made to be involved in the ongoing dialogue of
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what it means to exist in the anthropocene in this moment, where patriarchal colonialism bleeds

into every aspect of life, and specifically within its desire to dominate nature.

I have thought a lot about artifacts throughout the development of this body of work, and what it

is they tell us about past humans. I have even found myself calling into question what future

artifacts might look like. I imagine an artifact that would act as a reflection of life of today would

surely be made of plastic, standing the test of time-outlasting our own lives. I have thought a lot

about the ways in which today’s objects might tell a story of who we came to be, of how far we

strayed from nature.

Toward the end of The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction, Le Guin states:

It sometimes seems that that story is approaching its end. Lest there be no more

telling of stories at all, some of us out here in the wild oats, amid the alien corn,

think we'd better start telling another one, which maybe people can go on with

when the old one's finished. Maybe. The trouble is, we've all let ourselves become

part of the killer story, and so we may get finished along with it. Hence it is with a

certain feeling of urgency that I seek the nature, subject, words of the other story,

the untold one, the life story It's unfamiliar, it doesn't come easily, thoughtlessly to

the lips as the killer story does; but still, "untold" was an exaggeration. People

have been telling the life story for ages, in all sorts of words and ways. Myths of

creation and transformation, trickster stories, folktales, jokes, novels. 2

And with Le Guin’s notions in mind,  I felt inspired to write my own mythology depicting the

origin of violence against nature. It’s a story that goes like this:

2 Ursula Le Guin, Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction
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Before we ever existed, there had been dirt. It is very likely that without it, there would be

nothing. Dirt is Earth’s keeper of time. Thousands of years ago, when dirt could speak, and we

could listen, it would tell us stories of the epochs; Holocene, Pleistocene, Pliocene, Miocene,

Oligocene, Eocene, Paleocene, so on and so forth. Dirt showed us the past; once  grew a forest of

petrified wood, then painted layers of red, orange, green oxidation rocks, and carried sea shells

into mountain ranges. We followed dirt to the coastline of the ocean, through deep woods, hot

deserts, swamplands, and expansive fields.

Dirt told us, if we dug deep enough, we could find clay and

Dirt told us that clay could become a vessel holding water.

Dirts told us to build a container large enough for us to sleep inside of and

Dirt told us it would keep the floors warm.

Dirt told us it was full of nutrients, full of life and

Dirt told us that with water and seeds it could help us grow wheat for bread and

Dirt told us that everything contains something, like dirt contains seeds, everything is a vessel.

Dirt taught us to look down and look close, to find and collect wild oats.

Dirt showed us growth, led us to salt, and gifted us the vessel, and when dirt said it wasn’t just

for us we tried to understand.

Dirt said to us if you take too much, I will be forever silent.

On the day dirt was scorned, there had been bloodshed. Earth quaked under a spring of violence;

humans moved between dancing and brawling, gnashing and biting, slicing and bleeding. Dirt

absorbed it all, like a fast spreading disease, and became gravely ill. It was this brooding sickness

we caused that brought upon the eternal silence. Without Dirt’s lessons, humans’ intrinsic way

life ceased. Our connection to the great beyond was disrupted, and as a result we would become

incessantly violent; purging the resources dirt once plentifully provided for us, at the expense of

the world we hadn’t made.
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Now, I’m going to come back to the American South West, as we take a close look at the ground.

When walking through the dry arid places in the high desert, it is very common to see areas

covered in dark brown and even black clumps of dirt. Although seemingly inanimate, these

clumps are teeming with life. Cryptogenic soil is a crust created by living organisms such as

algae, cyanobacteria, and fungi. Crypto means hidden and biota means life.  This soil is

extremely important to the functioning of ecosystems and to the organization of plant and soil

communities in those areas, keeping the flora rooted and stable in harsh conditions. It takes

several years, sometimes even decades, for this crust to form.  As a child, on our hikes my

grandmother taught me to avoid stepping on these tiny dirt clumps.  In places like Arches

National Park you can find signs that read “Don’t Bust The Crust! It’s Alive!” to serve as a

reminder that we must not wander carelessly as we embark on our journey to the glorious view,

the Delicate Arch, because in our human brains it is difficult to comprehend that something like

dirt could have great value.

For my final installation I sought to reflect this idea that even though something like dirt might

be easily overlooked, it can be essential to the greater good. That is why I built the base of these

sculptures close to the ground. I wanted to pull the viewer in for a closer look, directing their

gaze downward, since so often something must be at eye level for it to be recognized as worthy

of our attention.  I had intentions of making this installation feel like it contained remnants of this

world, but what I was referring to is the mythological world of which I wrote; specifically,  I

sought to evoke these “before times.” That is the time before we lost contact with Dirt. I really

wanted it to feel serene, in direct contrast to the violence perpetrated against nature at the end of

the story.

In bringing all these ideas together, I found the best way to express the importance of what we

might see as mundane in nature was to highlight in the sculptures a shape that mimicked the mud

formations on a larger scale. This acts as a visual metaphor for the micro and the macro. The

macro is the view - a snow capped ridge with patches of Piñon trees dipping down into a valley

where a river flows between bare Cottonwoods. The micro is every component unseen to the

naked eye that works together and ultimately informs the beautiful view we see ahead of us. The
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projection acts as a substrate for the macro, which becomes an illusive shape void of any detail.

The detail in the work directs the viewer to look at the objects, recognizing the value in the

micro.

After I had spent time making various salt dough vessels, I wanted to activate them by bringing

them into an environment, while simultaneously introducing a contrasting material. It was

important to me to continue being conscious of the resources I was using. That is when I looked

into using cob. Cob is a mixture of clay rich soil, straw, and sand - it is used as an earthenware

building material. It was commonly used in the past for the adobe style architecture found in

New Mexico. When making mycob bases, I wanted them to act as extensions of sculptural form.

You can see this one started widely at the bottom and built up to a peak. I engaged with these

mud forms in a similar way that I did with the salt dough vessels - intuitively shaping them to

refer to elements of a landscape. I really embraced the physicality of the cob, with it being very

rough and rugged against the sleek and smooth surface of the vessels. I made all of these pieces

separately with no specific arrangement in mind. When it came to placing the objects, it became

about the balance  of color, shape, and texture. I really enjoy this ever changing aspect of the

work as I think it resonates with the temporality of the material as well as the evolving state of a

natural landscape. I felt that it would be nice to pair some pieces together on the same display at

different levels, like a plateau or a mesa. This is not necessarily to show object hierarchy, but

more to engage further in aspects of visual balance. The intention of this display is to bring all of

the stand-alone components together and create what feels like one piece of work, one story, one

experience. I did this by arranging each component sparsely throughout the gallery to create the

feel of a topography, acting in place of a mountain range. The mud washed silhouettes on the

wall carve out the negative space around them, referring back to the way the cliffs and canyons

of the South West turn the sky into a shape with jagged and smooth edges creating a point of

connection between Earth, the dirt on the ground, and beyond.
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Dirty Knees, Salted Palms-

A mound of dirt is something special

It remembers, thinks, gives

Births the vessel, the containable-

Grows the wheat, hides the salt

Brings you to your knees in your grandmother’s garden.

Holds, womb of things to be, tomb of things that were.

I was digging, digging

The dirt told me

Once upon a time, everything was the ocean,

And then bore to me a bowl of ancient sea shells-

Instructed me to dig a hole, fill it with water,

and wait for something to grow.
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